
Nº Bedrooms: 6 M² built: 426 m² Nº Floors: 3 Jacuzzi Sauna Communal SPA Cinema/tv room

The Lodge epitomises luxury living.

Set across three spacious floors with an internal lift, this 426m2 property is situated within the ‘beyond-stars’ resort of Six Senses Residences Courchevel. Together with their own private chalet, guests will
benefit from round the clock service, through a dedicated 24-hour concierge, together with access to the Six Senses world class leisure facilities.

THE FINEST AMENITIES

The Lodge itself is fitted with a cinema room and spacious private spa including Jacuzzi, sauna, steam room and multi-purpose treatment room – the perfect respite from a day on Courchevel’s famous slopes.
Other features include open-plan living & dining, providing the perfect space for entertaining with a generous seating area, complemented by a selection of mirrored coffee tables and a wintry crystal chandelier. A
bespoke wine cellar with LED lighting and glass doors, is the perfect addition and leads on to the glorious open plan dining area. Generous terrace areas provide the ideal location for outdoor dining or simply
taking in the phenomenal and untouched alpine views of the surrounding mountains.

RECHARGE

The Lodge boasts 6 beautiful ensuite bedrooms which are soft, warm havens filled with rich brown chocolate and timber tones. The luxuriously thick duvets are adorned with rugged throws, faux fur cushions and
feathered pillows, with the rooms warmed creatively by integrated lighting and generous dressing areas. Each comes with a contemporary ensuite fitted with modern, state-of-the-art appliances.

THE MASTER

The Master bedroom features a pop-up TV system extending from the foot of the bed for lazy mornings trading skis for slippers. Strong timber beams frame a magnificent triangular window, opening onto breath-
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taking views of the Alps. The elegant bespoke headboard and bespoke bedside tables are complemented by panelling, contrasted with marquetry leather panels, doors, wardrobes and tied together with carefully
selected accessories to enhance comfort and luxury in every way.

Unrivalled interiors

The interior of The Lodge is a wealth of warmth, texture and earthiness. Every detail has been individually selected by international luxury design house Morpheus London, who have chosen unique bespoke
pieces and the finest finishes including bronzed and smoked glass, veneer oak, contemporary concrete, leather, rich faux fur and Italian two-tone marble.
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